We show that the massless (ultraviolet regularized) Gross-Neveu model, in d 3 dimensions and any number of avors (N = 1; 2; 3; : : :), does not exhibit the mass generation mechanism if the quartic term coupling constant is su ciently small. In particular, we prove that the two-point function can be written in terms of a convergent expansion in powers of the initial coupling , with a convergence radius independent on N and uniform in the volume, and that its long distance decay is polynomial, such as the free propagator behavior.
Introduction
In this paper, we shall consider the following Euclidean version for the Gross The GN model has been proposed to understand some properties exhibited by more realistic (and technically much more complicate) models of eld theory, in particular the mechanism of mass generation. Originally 1], it was formulated in two space-time dimensions but with some features believed to be preserved in higher dimensions.
For the two-dimensional GN model, the mass generation mechanism (exponential decay of the two-point correlation function) has been recently proved in 2] for large values of N and small (negative) . There, the model was regularized at short distance with an ultraviolet (UV) cuto , a standard procedure if one only wants to investigate the long distance behavior.
The speci c case d = 2 and N = 1 is also known as Thirring-Luttinger model, and is exactly solvable. In this situation, there is no mass generation, but the long distance decay of the two-point function, although still polynomial, is faster than the free propagator decay (the theory is said to present an anomalous scaling) 3].
No rigorous results exist for the d = 2 GN model for low values of N (besides N = 1). Anyway, the mass generation mechanism is expected to occur for all N 2, which thus establishes a drastic di erence between the N = 1 and N > 1 cases.
For d 3 , however, we show in this paper that there is no such di erence. Although it is known to appear the mass generation phenomenon for N and (negative) large 4], we prove that, for any value of N (including N = 1) and weak coupling (i.e., j j small), the two-point function shall decay polynomially as the free propagator (in other words, there is no mass generation and the scaling is canonical).
The approach to be used here is purely fermionic (we do not map the problem into a bosonic system as it is usually done, e.g. 2,4]), and we consider a (renormalization group (RG)) multiscale formalism, procedure justi ed by the comments and the comparison below.
Roughly speaking, the infrared (IR) analysis of the d 3 GN model is similar to the thermodynamic limit study of the classical dipole gas in d 2. The latter is a very well known problem of statistical mechanics (including rigorous RG analysis 6, 7] ), and consists in a gas of classical particles interacting through a two-body stable but not absolutely integrable potential. The lack of absolute integrability of the pair potential prevents the use of standard methods of statistical mechanics to solve the problem, such as cluster expansion and Kirkwood-Salsburg equations. I.e., to prove the analyticity of the pressure and correlations for small z (activity) and (inverse of temperature) it is necessary the use of a renormalization group multiscale mechanism (at least up to now and as far as we know). Namely, a treatment involving just one step integration (all scales at once) does not work, unless one is able to exploit suitable and delicate cancellations in a graphic analysis without introducing dangerous combinatorial factors. Due to the di culty of this task, a direct proof of the analyticity of the dipole gas pressure is still missing 7] . Similarly, for the GN model, even in the small region, naive estimates over the coe cients of the perturbation theory diverge in the thermodynamic limit.
The rigorous RG study of the dipole gas is carried out, in general, after mapping the model into a bosonic eld theory (using a sine-Gordon transformation). The resulting bosonic theory involves (considering the canonical scaling) a kinetic marginal term ( ; @ 2 ) plus a small irrelevant perturbation given by a function of @ . The relevant massive term 2 cannot be generated in the RG ow due to the symmetry of this initial action (speci cally, due to its dependence on derivative elds @ ). Hence, the parallel with the IR study of the d 3 GN model is made transparent: the initial GN action also involves (considering the canonical scaling for fermions) a kinetic marginal term ( ; i 6 @ ) plus an irrelevant (quartic) perturbation, and the relevant massive terms as ( ) or m ( ) are not generated in the RG ow due to symmetry properties: chiral symmetry for d even, or parity symmetry for d odd, and Euclidean symmetry, respectively. Note that such scaling properties make the RG approach very promising for our problem: we shall work on a system without relevant directions (precisely, with just one marginal term).
To make clear the scaling arguments above, we remind some simple IR power counting estimates. The canonical scaling is the one which leaves invariant under a length rescaling the kinetic, say, free term ( ; i 6 @ ). That is, it is maintained under the change x ! L ?1 
Hence, the eld dimension shall be = ?(d ? 1)=2. With such , the quartic term scales as
i.e., for d = 3 it is multiplied by L ?1 , and so, it is irrelevant; for d = 4, by L ?2 (even more irrelevant), and so on. General terms with many elds, as the eld dimension is negative, are very irrelevant.
In the present paper, we use a suitable multiscale formalism to describe the correlation function (in speci c, the two-point function), whose analysis is directly related to the e ective potential RG ow, controlled with the Gallavotti-Nicol o tree expansion algorithm, which associates a power series in to the e ective potential. We show (referring to 8], where the case N = 1 is controlled, for technical estimates) that the two-point function of the d 3, N 1 GN model can be written in terms of a convergent expansion in powers of the small coupling constant (precisely, for de ned in a small complex disk around zero), which has a convergent radius independent on the volume (and on the avor number N). And, as claimed before, that there is no mass generation, i.e., the two-point function presents a (long distance) polynomial decay.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the multiscale formalism for the correlations functions and the RG expressions for the e ective potential. Section 3 is devoted to show that the whole approach admits a treatment and bounds uniform in N. In section 4 we study the two-point function long distance behavior to show that there is no mass generation. The appendix is reserved for a very concise description of the tree expansion structures behind the technical estimates.
The Multiscale Correlation Function Formalism
The multiscale formalism which we will use here to show the long distance behavior of the two-point function is originated from the fermionic extension 9] of a bosonic block spin lattice mechanism developed within the framework of the Wilson-Kadano RG 10] . The formalism establishes a trivial link between the RG potential ow and the correlation functions: the obtained k-point truncated correlation function has the structure of a summed perturbation theory, i.e., a blob with k propagators attached; the blob is given by eld derivatives of the \irrelevant" e ective potential at zero eld, and the propagators long distance behavior depends only on the ow of the running coupling constants. Now we describe the main steps for the multiscale formalism construction. We start by de ning the generating functional of the correlation functions for the present model The constant c is a normalization, making Z(0; 0) = 1. We introduced, as in 2], an UV cuto at the scale 1 (hence, the notation ( 0)), in order to regularize the model at short distances.
As it is well known, the simple expectation E g ( 0) acts on eld monomials as follows (with spin and avor indices made explicit)
where G is the n n matrix with entries G lk = i l j k g ( 0)
The multiscale analysis of the generating functional (and thus, of the correlations) starts with the telescopic decomposition of the massless free propagator (2.4) into massive ones (we consider d = 3 to be speci c; see comments in previous and following sections for d > 3) g ( 0) (x ? y) = This covariance decomposition leads us to the factorization of the normalized massless Gaussian measure (2.2) into a product of massive Gaussian measures
(h) ; (2:8) with (h) (and (h) ) Grassmann independent elds, P (h) . To perform, say, the RG transformations, we introduce the decomposition of the elds (and measure) (2.8) into the generating function (2.1) and integrate, step by step, the elds at each scale. After each integration, we still separate the marginal and the irrelevant terms in the e ective potential. The marginal (quadratic) part we introduce into the measure (i.e., we renormalize the theory), and still make some shifts to separate the terms involving the external elds J and J. Iterating, we have the multiscale representation. In particular, for the two-point function S 2 we will get in the limit of in nite RG steps (details ahead; we suppress the spinor and avor indices: the bounds to be presented are valid for any set of indices and N)
where K (h) 2;1] (y 1 ; y 2 ) is the kernel in front of the monomial ( h) (y 1 )@ 2 ( h) (y 2 ), which appears in the expansion of the irrelevant e ective potential V (h) (i.e., it is basically given by two derivatives of V (h) at zero elds); the propagatorP h contains the dominant part of the two-point correlation (separated at each RG step), and its behavior (similarly forG h ) is determined by the wavefunction constant ow (see the last section).
Let us now describe, in details, the rst RG step and the nal multiscale representation.
In the generating function (2.1), we write the rst decomposition ( 0) = ( 1) + (0) and
where c is the normalization constant, which is not important in the analysis of correlations (of course its in nite volume limit has to be controlled, and log c is related to the pressure of the model). To make more transparent the dependence on the external elds J, J we perform the ) , it follows from the fermionic version of the Battle-Brydges-Federbush tree identity formula [11] [12] [13] that the kernels of V (1) ( ; ) are indeed convergent power expansions in the coupling , with a convergence radius uniform in (more details ahead).
Now, in order to renormalize the theory, we split V (1) as the sum of its marginal local part plus its irrelevant one. To be formal, let us use the notation V (1) ( ; ) = LV (1) ( ; ) + RV (1) ( ; ) where the operators L, R (related to the relevant and irrelevant parts respectively) are de ned as acting on eld monomials. They are trivially L = 0 and R = 1 for every monomial which is not of the form . Otherwise, we de ne
where x 12(t) = x 1 +t(x 2 ?x 1 ), and (x 2 ?x 1 ) 2 @ 2 = (x 2 ?x 1 ) (x 2 ?x 1 ) @ @ . Note that the de nitions (2.13), (2.14) are consistent with L + R = 1, and that (2.14) follows from the Taylor formula Now we renormalize the wavefunction constant using the identity The second RG step follows with the decomposition ( 1) = ( 2) + (1) and with the shift 
where, for V (h) , the e ective potential at scale h, We must emphasize that, although we do not write explicitly the kernels of V (h) ( ; ) in terms of a power series in the initial coupling constant , the iterations (h times) of the RG transformation (2.16) (which relates V (k) and V (k?1) ) give V (h) in terms of the initial potential V (0) , i.e., give us such power series in . And, concerning its convergence, the fermionic version of the BattleBrydges-Federbush tree graph identity controls the combinatorics which appear with the iterations, while the renormalization prescription (i.e., the extraction of the marginal part from the e ective potential at each step) ensure that the coe cients of these power expansions stay bounded as h ! 1 and that they are also uniformly bounded in . Hence, in the h ! 1 limit, S 2 above becomes the expression (2.9) (details in the last section).
3 Uniformity in N The analysis of the e ective potential theory for the case d = 3 and N = 1, e.g., the point wise bounds on the e ective potential kernels at scale h, running coupling b h and the pressure (vacuum graphs), is detailed described in a previous (and large) paper 8]. In this section, we want to stress that all these elaborate bounds are independent on N (and similar ones follow for d > 3).
To understand the role played by N, we come back to the de nition of the Gross-Neveu model: a theory which involves a propagator given by (considering just its dependence on N and on the space-time variables) ij b ?1 0 g ( 0) (x ? y), where i and j are avor indices, and also a quartic
. That is, the propagator decays polynomially in x, making us to adopt a multiscale mechanism to control the volume dependence, but it is ultralocal in the avor indices. However, the perturbative quartic term is local only in x, which makes the behavior in N not very obvious. Thus, let us analyze it.
The kernels of the running e ective potential at scale h, as described, may be written in terms of the Gallavotti-Nicol o tree expansion. A very concise description of this mechanism is given in the appendix for the interested reader. However, for the purpose of the present paper, the unique important point to understand in this entanglement of formulas is how the expressions depend on the elds , , and, in speci c, on their avor indices N. Fortunately, it is not a di cult task. In the tree expansion, the contributions to the order n in the perturbation series, or, in other words, the contributions proportional to n may be organized as a sum of terms which are univocally associated to certain Cayley trees, precisely, to the so called labeled trees # (n;h) lab , with n nal points. The contribution of such a tree is a hierarchically organized sequence of simple and truncated expectations with propagators at various scales k < h. Namely, it is given by (we drop the scale indices out the eld notation in the expression below; see the appendix for more details) The expression E # (n;h) lab above is uniquely determined by the tree # (n;h) lab : it is the sequence of hierarchically organized truncated and simple expectations at various scales, with the truncated expectations involving (say, connecting) the groups of four elds at di erent points, i.e., each # n;h lab tree has several truncated expectations leading, in any case, to n ? 1 links (hence, propagators) connecting the n initial groups of four elds. That is all we need to know in order to study the dependence on N. The sequence of expectations is xed by the topological structure of the tree and by the scale labels that one attaches to its non trivial vertices. The factors in (3.1) may be bounded within a careful and precise procedure involving bounds on simple and truncated expectations. But, in principle, they may be also explicitly calculated in terms of (a sum over) Feynman graphs, since each expectation, by the Wick theorem, may be calculated in such a way. In order to make a parallel with well known procedures in the literature for the large N approximation, let us follow (for while) this graphical analysis. The Feynman graphs which contribute to each factor in (3.1) are drawn as follows. First, we identify the terms ( i 1 (x 1 ) i 1 (x 1 )] j 1 (x 1 ) j 1 (x 1 )]); : : : ; ( in (x n ) in (x n )] jn (x n ) jn (x n )]) with the n four leg graphs below FIGURE 1 where, e.g., the term ( i 1 (x 1 ) i 1 (x 1 )] j 1 (x 1 ) j 1 (x 1 )]) corresponds to a four leg graph with the vertex at point x 1 . The two legs with the arrow coming out the vertex represent elds carrying the avor indices i 1 and j 1 , while the legs with the arrow coming into the vertex represent elds carrying the same avor indices i 1 and j 1 . Then, we form the Feynman graphs contributing to the expectation above joining in pairs the 4n legs of the described graphs. Each pair of joined legs represents a propagator g (k) at a scale established by the hierarchical cluster structure. Obviously, the pairing of such legs follows certain criteria. Namely: 1) the Feynman graph must be connected; 2) two legs with the same arrows (i.e., both coming into a vertex ,or both coming out it) cannot be joined to form a pair; 3) two legs in the same four leg graph cannot be joined (since the propagator g (k) vanishes when calculated at the same point). For example, in the calculation of the kernel which contributes to b h , we have to leave only two legs not joined, and join all the others 4n ? 2 in pairs of opposite arrows forming a connected graph.
We recall that the propagator g (k) is diagonal in the avor indices, i.e., the contraction of i j is non-vanishing if, and only if, i = j (in the propagator there is a Kronecker delta in the avor indices). Thus, the sum over the avor indices i and j in i j , instead of N 2 , gives us just N terms.
Hence, concerning its behavior in N, the worst graph that we have is the \sausage" graph below (which contributes to the two-eld potential kernel) FIGURE 2 This graph involves n Kronecker deltas in the avor indices and 2 not contracted elds. Thus, once the sum over all avor indices (except one, related to the two not contracted elds) is performed, the graph behaves like N n (instead of N 2n ). But, each four leg graph carries a N factor, and so, a term n =N n appears in the nal Feynman graph which becomes proportional to n (= N n n =N n ), i.e., independent on N. This well known fact leads us to the conclusion that, after the sum over avor indices, the expression (3.1) written as Feynmann graphs admits bounds which, for its worst terms, are independent on N (the other terms have bounds proportional to 1=N, etc).
We remark that it is the key fact which justi es some procedures within the large N approximation carried out, e.g., in several works considering the cases d = 2 or d = 3 and large . For large N, most of the graphs contributing to the expression (3.1) are small, involving powers of 1 N ; the only graphs order O(1) are the sausage ones. Hence, roughly speaking, the idea is to analyze and control in separate the IR limit of these bad graphs, expecting that all the rest will give just a small contribution (at least in the large N limit). But, there is a price to pay for using such an approximation:
one has to disassemble the expression (3.1), loosing its good combinatorial behavior. It is a very important point: the good combinatorial property of this factor is based on the Gramm-Hadamard inequality for the simple expectations and Brydges-Battle-Federbush inequality for the truncated ones, and it relies on detailed cancellations which occur joining all graphs. Thus, the extraction of some graphs from the whole group may destroy the cancellations and the good combinatorial behavior, spoiling the convergence (see e.g. 15]). In short, the good behavior in N of each graph does not necessarily maintain the good behavior in of the sum (important cancellations may be destroyed by the di erent dependence on N of each graph, spoiling the convergence).
At this point, we must emphasize that in the tree expansion approach the bounds are obtained considering always the full expectations, without ever entering into the inner Feynman graph structure (i.e., bounding each one in separate). In 8], we use such mechanism to make the calculations for the case N = 1 (d = 3), and now, within the same approach, we argue to show that the change in N does not make worse anything.
Thus, considering the tree expansion mechanism (which controls the whole theory and shall make clear the analysis), we turn once more to the full expression (3.1) to understand the role of the avor indices N. As pointed out, each # n;h lab tree involves n ? 1 links connecting the n groups of four elds and calculated with the initial massless propagator part g ( 0) replaced by massive ones. Thus, in a few words, due to the n?1 Kronecker deltas ij related to avor part of the propagators within the n ? 1 links, instead of a factor N 2n coming from the i; j sum without restrictions, we get N n which is controlled by the coe cient n =N n , and the bounds become uniform in N. In the appendix we describe a more technical analysis for interested reader.
In short, the whole analysis presented for the case N = 1 8], including the point wise bounds on the e ective potential kernels and the ow of wavefunction constant b h to be used in the two-point function study, follows unchanged for the N > 1 cases.
We also stress that for d > 3, the power counting, which determines the RG mechanism and the series convergence, is essentially similar: the running e ective potential involves just a marginal term ( i 6 @ ) and irrelevant ones (in fact, even more irrelevant than those in d = 3).
The Two-Point Function Long Distance Decay
Now, using the multiscale formalism described in section 2, we analyze the long distance behavior of the two-point function S 2 (2.24), and show the absence of the mass generation mechanism for the weakly coupled GN model in d 3, and N 1.
To get the long distance decay from the multiscale representation, we need suitable bounds for the kernels, e.g., for K (h) 2;1] (y 1 ; y 2 ) (we remind that the notation means the kernel of V (h) with two elds and two derivatives, at points y 1 ; y 2 ), and also for the (wavefunction) running coupling constant b h , which is related, by the formula (2.17) to the kernel K (h) where c 0 ( ) and c 1 ( ) are given as power series in , with convergence radius independent on h and . As pointed out in the previous section, the bounds above and the convergence radius are maintained for N > 1.
The point wise bounds for the kernels may be also derived (by simple power counting arguments) from the relation between K (h) and K (h?1) following the basic property of the renormalization group mechanism, which says that the transformation maintains local potential (properly rescaled) modulo exponential decay tails. It is also not di cult to understand the bound for b h?1 : roughly, the extra contributions to the marginal term come only from the irrelevant potential parts, and are due to the second order of the RG transformation, hence, the factor (L ?h ) 2 .
Turning to the two-point function multiscale representation (2.24), to understand its long distance behavior we have to controlP h and other parts of V (h) with four or more elds shall involve an integration over two (or more) elds ( h) and ( h) , which leads to factors L ?h (coming from the covariancesg h and g ( h+1) related to these eld integration), also vanishing as h goes to in nity.
Let us now make (a sketch of) the analysis of the propagators P h and G h (the di erence betweeñ P h ,G h and P h , G h goes to zero as h ! 1). We will show that G 1 (x; y) = b ?1 1 g ( 0) (x; y) + C 1 (x; y); jC 1 (x; y)j c=(1 + jx ? yj) d+1? P 1 (x; y) = b ?1 1 g ( 0) (x; y) + C 2 (x; y); jC 2 (x; y)j c=(1 + jx ? yj) d+1? (0) ). Considering all the scales, it is easy to see that h involves terms (mixing the scales) such asg (1) i 6 @g (0) ,g (2) i 6 @g (1) i 6 @g (0) , etc, and q (h) j terms as i 6 @g (0) , i 6 @g (1) i 6 @g (0) , etc (recall thatg (k) is essentially given by g (k) ). From the formula (2.6) for g (j) we (where is small, and c h+1 < c, for all h), and the formulas for G 1 and P 1 above follow (considering that, for d 3, the corrections are even more irrelevant). Note that in G h (and also P h ), the rst term in (4.4) gives, as h ! 1, b ?1 1 g ( 0) plus long distance subdominant corrections.
For the term involving K 2;1 h , using the estimates described above we get the bound Summarizing, the two-point truncated function is given by a termP 1 which decays as the free propagator, plus (long distance) subdominant corrections. In other words, there is no mass generation for the d 3, weakly coupled GN model, behavior which, in contrast to the d = 2 case, does not change with the avor number N.
Appendix A. The Tree Expansion and the RG Flow
In this section we present some technical structures related to the tree expansion representation of the e ective potential at scale h (i.e., after h RG steps), which gives the potential as a power expansion in . Then, we describe the main ingredients behind the series convergence.
The generated sequence of renormalized running e ective potentials V (h) and the sequence of running coupling constant variations b h are given by (2.16) and (2.17) respectively. In particular, the h step iterations of (2.16), reorganized in terms of the initial potential V (0) , produces the so called Gallavotti-Nicol o tree expansion representation of the renormalized e ective potential V (h) at scale h. Let us describe, very brie y, its main structure. We have V (h) ( ; ; @ 2 ) = where n is the order of the perturbation theory. The second sum is over the # n equivalent Cayley trees, which are constructed, roughly, by joining a point r (the root) to an ordered set of n 1 points (the endpoints). The vertices v of such a tree which are neither endpoints nor root are named non trivial vertices. They are the vertices with incidence numbers greater than 1. Two unlabeled trees (labeled trees are de ned below) that may be superposed by a suitable continuous deformation, so that the endpoints with the same index coincide, are said to have the same topological structure and regarded as equivalent. The non trivial vertices of unlabeled trees are partially ordered from the root to the endpoints in the natural way (we use the symbol < to denote the order); n will be called the order of the unlabeled tree. The third sum is over all \labeled" trees with xed topological structure # n , i.e., the sum over all the possible ways of attributing scale label to the non trivial vertices v compatibly with the hierarchical structure of # n .
The contribution to V (h) (# n;h lab ; ; ; @ 2 ) of a single labeled tree # n;h lab is precisely given by (dropping the scale indices out the eld notation) V (h) (# n;h lab ; ) = h stands for E T g (h) =b h and E h for Eg(h) =b h . We stress that this is a symbolic notation: the E T and E operations have to be thought as hierarchically performed, starting from the higher (near the end-points) non trivial vertices and going down along the tree towards the root (see 8, 13] for details).
Obviously, the tree expansion representation above describes the e ective potential (and related structures) as a power series in . Now, we describe the basic ingredients which show that expressions like (A.1) are indeed convergent power expansions in : 1) for n xed (the order of the perturbation theory), the rst sum, which is over all topologically di erent trees # n with n end-points, contains at most C n terms;
2) the second sum, for n and # n xed, carries over all possible ways of attributing scale labels to the tree # n . It is uniform in the root scale h thanks to the renormalization procedure, and its control allows one to say that the coe cient of the perturbation expansion admits an in nite volume limit;
3) for n, # n and # n;h lab xed, the factor E # (n;h) lab (integrated over space variables, and summed over spin and avor indices) still represents a very large sum of single terms (Feynman graphs), ranging from the contributions for the kernel of the e ective potential with 2n + 2 external elds, to contributions for the two-point kernel (which is related to the wavefunction renormalization constant b h and to the two-point function), and vacuum terms with no external elds (which give the pressure). The combinatorial proliferation and the behavior in n of such sum (which substantially go as C n ) are controlled by the Gramm-Hadamard inequality for the simple expectations, and by the Brydges-Battle-Federbush fermionic version of the tree graph identity (or \forest formulas", using a terminology in vogue nowadays) for the truncated ones.
We stress the key role played by the renormalization (item 2 above) into the whole process. The nal results show that the correlation functions and the pressure of the model are indeed analytic series in , but it is extremely hard to obtain a direct and uniform in estimate on the coe cients of the series (by direct we mean without the multiscale decomposition). The di culty is due to the free propagator slow decay (precisely, it is a non integrable function): to make the integrals bounded in , we should be able to use, in a very precise way, the symmetries hidden in the propagator in order to get suitable cancellations. The multiscale decomposition and the renormalization work as a tool which automatically provides the required cancellations. The e ect of the renormalization over the expansions of the bare theory is a mere reorganization of the series (which does not destroy the combinatorics). With such a resummmation we obtain the desired C n bounds, uniformly in , for the coe cients of the reorganized series, and thus, we may conclude that also the original series are indeed analytic in .
We remind that the tree expansion representation and its analysis are described with all possible details for N = 1 in 8].
Appendix B. Uniformity in N
The bounds on the truncated expectations (the main technical point behind the uniformity in N)
are obtained by using the well known cluster expansion tree graph formula. The generalization of the Brydges-Federbush tree graph equality for the fermionic expectations appears rst in 11], and a simpli ed version is given in 12]. Now we derive a related estimate and use it to give more technical support to the results of section 3 (namely, to the uniformity in N).
Consider J monomials in the fermionic elds denoted by~ (P 1 ); : : : ;~ (P J ). Suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that such monomials do not contain elds of type @ 2 . The extension to the general case is simple and independent on the avor indices. Thus, we are assuming that the s th monomial has the structure (we do not make explicit spin and scale indices in the elds):
(P s ) = s=1 q s , i.e., the total number of and elds must be equal. We also denote by jP s j = q s + p s the number of elds which form the monomial~ (P s ). And so, p = q = P J s=1 jP s j: We will denote by P the collection of indices P 1 P 2 : : : P J with P s = f1 s ; 2 s ; : : : ; r s ; : : : ; p s ; 1 0 s ; 2 0 s ; : : : ; r 0 s ; : : : ; q s g: Note that this set of indices involves elds in the s th monomial (cluster). The index r s corresponds to the eld evaluated at the point x rs , and with avor index i rs ; the index r 0 s corresponds to the eld evaluated at the point x ps+rs , with avor index j rs .
We are supposing that all elds are at the same scale, say h. Let As a matter of fact, by a well known property of the Gallavotti-Nicol o tree expansion, for any tree # n with n and points, we have P v v 0 (J v ? 1) = n ? 1 (the reader should be aware that a non trivial vertex v which bifurcates in J v branches in a Gallavotti-Nicol o tree represents a truncated expectation on, say, J v monomials). This key property, together with the renormalization, is essential to control the uniformity in of the bounds on the e ective potential, since it provides for any tree # n an exponential decaying spanning tree between the points x 1 ; : : : ; x n with n ? 1 links . Clearly, it plays an identical role for the uniformity in N.
Hence, due to the bound on truncated expectations, for any tree # n , the bound on the factor E # (n;h) lab ?
( i 1 (x 1 ) i 1 (x 1 )] j 1 (x 1 ) j 1 (x 1 )]); : : : ; ( in (x n ) in (x n )] jn (x n ) jn (x n )])
is written as a sum of terms with each one containing a product of n ? 1 independent Kronecker deltas in the avor indices (the spanning tree in the discrete space variables), which clearly ensures, just looking at (A.2), bounds uniform in N.
